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Abstract
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a digital communication scheme in which
information is streamed in parallel over numerous orthogonal subcarriers. The principle advantage of
multi-carrier schemes like OFDM, relative to single-carrier schemes, is that they facilitate simple equalization of frequency-selective (i.e., delay-spreading) channels. The importance of this is not to be underestimated: for today’s wideband wireless and underwater acoustic receivers, equalization consumes
the vast majority of receiver circuitry/power. The classical implementation of OFDM, however, leaves
room for improvement. In particular, the use of rectangular pulses with a cyclic-prefix guard interval
leads to losses in spectral efficiency and non-robustness to channel time variations (i.e., Doppler spread),
properties which are unappealing for the tomorrow’s spectrally crowded and highly mobile wireless and
acoustic applications.
In this talk, we show that, with optimized non-rectangular pulses and more sophisticated (yet still
low complexity) equalization, multicarrier-modulation can be made robust to Doppler effects and at
the same time more spectrally efficient. For an intuitive explanation of how this can be, consider that
classical OFDM puts the entire burden of interference cancellation on the (linear) pulse-shaping operation, whereas we shift a small but essential part of the burden to the equalizer, where the finitealphabet property and/or code structure can be leveraged. In addition to describing our approach to
pulse optimization, we will discuss various options for equalization, joint equalization/decoding, and joint
equalization/decoding/channel-estimation.
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